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It’s getting tougher to make money in trucking: with equipment prices increasing, good
drivers harder to find, and fuel prices challenging everyone; but the ability to run a trucking
company effectively need not be left to chance.  This is the time when technology must
merge with management into an efficient operating process.  The following discussion
outlines the areas that are required to be successful in today’s trucking environment. We
will also examine some of the key performance indicators (KPI’s) that can be very useful
for successfully managing a trucking company.

There are many successful trucking companies, but few companies have had the
sustained success of Heartland Express of North Liberty, Iowa.  This company has a good
reputation for excellent service and safety.  They are also consistently one of the most
profitable truck lines, with 2012 earnings of $61.5 million in net income on $545.7 million
total revenue, and an operating margin of 82.6%.   This is a company with a 35 year
history of growth and profitability.  They are a good organization to emulate for operating
a successful trucking company; let’s see what makes them successful.  The following is
a quote from their 2012 annual report:

With the close of 2012, Heartland Express has reached its 35th year of doing business in the
transportation industry, including twenty six years as a publicly traded company. Whether it be the
look of our tractors and trailers, the length and size of our trailers, our fleet communication systems,
or how our score card with our regulators is calculated and monitored, it is safe to say that a lot of
factors have changed over the course of thirty-five years in the trucking business. One thing that
has not changed is the core fundamentals that have driven us to be a successful organization over
those thirty-five years. Our three ball model of (1) Customer is King (2) Driver is Key and (3)
Operationally Driven has molded us as an organization and will continue to drive us into the future.
Not only does this model provide intentional, solid, and consistent operating results, it has made
us one of the best truckload carriers in the United States.

Michael J. Gerdin
President, Chief Executive Officer,
Heartland Express, 2012 Annual Report

Heartland operates over 3,000 tractors and 7,000 trailers, with average age of 2.4 and
3.1 years respectively.  They advertise driver pay ranges from $.47 to $.52 per mile to
start and their website claims their highest paid regional drivers can make over $70,000.
Using these figures, it is estimated that the average driver will drive 130,000-140,000
miles per year.  Couple this high utilization with a stated desire to handle “clean” freight
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at a premium price and you have a good recipe for success.  But what can the rest of us
truckers do?

Safety
Every company has a social responsibility to only put safe and courteous drivers on the
road.  The equipment needs to be in good operating condition and the drivers should be
well trained and alert.  They should be compensated adequately so they don’t have to
feel like the only way to make enough money is to stretch their hours of service past
acceptable levels.  Everyone reading this has family and friends that share the roadways
with trucks.  None of us wants to be the victim or the cause of an accident resulting with
an injury on the highway.

Safety is not only a trucker’s responsibility, but it pays to be safe.  When you examine the
costs for equipment repair or replacement, medical bills and the possible liability
exposure; not having an accident may be the best way to turn a profit.  Safety programs
need to examined so that they have wide spread appeal and participation.  Safety
meetings must be required (at least four times a year) and drivers should be compensated
for their time in those meetings.  After all, safety is a way of life, and everyone from the
driver up to the president of the company should live their lives safely.  Management, like
their drivers, must wear seat belts, not speed, and not drive aggressively.  Companies
must not put anyone on the road that isn’t qualified to be there.

Carriers should closely monitor their drivers through the use of GPS systems to accurately
locate and time stamp important events, such as arrival and departure times.  Dispatchers
should have a good estimate of the driver’s hours so they can efficiently and safely assign
the best driver for the load, maximizing driver productivity (earnings) and minimizing
costs.  Dispatch optimization programs are very effective in weighing these two goals as
well as assisting the dispatchers in matching the driver’s get home requests.

Safety KPI’s
Safety begins with log compliance; drivers must comply with the 11 and 14 hour rules and
consistently need 8-10 hours of quality sleep.  Their actions or inactions cause the
accidents, injuries, and incidents that drive the cost of trucking higher.

Example Safety KPI’s

Logs turned in on time
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Speeding/Hard breaking incidents

Number of hours of service violations

Accidents/Severity ($) per Million Miles

Roadside Inspection Results

Drivers
The most important person in any trucking organization is the driver.  Sure some are
good, some are bad, and some are prima donnas; but all drivers need to be treated with
respect and honesty.  Managers must set driver expectations with respect to earnings,
home time, safety policies, and work hours.  The quickest way to lose a driver is to not
meet their expectations, especially with regard to earnings and home time.  Drivers also
need to have a clear understanding of what the company expects from its drivers.  A
driver must understand that it’s better to call if there is going to be a delay on a pickup or
delivery so the customer can be notified and adjust their schedule. Too often, the
customer calls looking for the truck; by that time more people are upset at the driver
(carrier) than should have be involved in the shipment.

Most companies do not accurately calculate the cost of driver turnover to their
organizations; recent reports have estimated turnover at up to $13,000 per driver.
Recruiting and training costs alone can range from $4000 to $7000, but one must think
of all the areas of a trucking company that are involved with removing or adding a driver.
Safety must do a background check and qualify the driver; someone must add them to
the dispatch system, while the permits and licensing department must place the unit in
service.  If it’s an employee driver, Human Resources must also be involved.  New drivers
must be assigned to dispatchers, possibly to a terminal.  Most companies put their new
drivers through 3-5 days of formal training with 4-6 weeks of on the job (OJT) training,
where new drivers are paired with a driver who can show them the ropes, reiterate the
company policies, and validate that the driver will fit the company profile.  Therefore it
may be 4-6 weeks before a new driver is actually functioning as a revenue unit.  So in the
first year of a new driver, the company is only getting 85-90% of a full driver utilization,
said another way, keeping a driver for two years, one would expect a 10-20% increase in
revenue in the second year.  Turning a fleet over once a year (100% turnover), a company
is going to be running at least 10% below optimal.  Another area that is often overlooked
in the cost of turnover is the service aspect.  Experienced drivers have fewer accidents,
less service failures, and require less management time and effort to manage.  Every
incident comes with a dollar sign attached!
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A good dispatch system can be used to insure drivers have all the information they need
to handle the shipment assignment.  This helps keep service levels high, maximizes
utilization and therefore driver earnings.  Drivers who make enough money are not as
easily tempted to leave for another carrier or career.  Drivers that are treated with respect
are also going to hesitate about leaving.

Driver KPI’s
Drivers that are treated well and feel that they are adequately compensated provide the
best service and safety performance.  The easiest way to insure drivers are getting paid
enough is to monitor their activity or lack thereof.  Surprisingly, most companies
mistakenly work harder on getting drivers in the front door, than they do keeping them
from leaving out the back door.

Example Driver KPI’s

Driver Availability/Drivers not used

Miles per week/Gross Revenue per week

Gross Earnings/Money home

Driver home time compliance

Driver Turnover

Service
The current freight recession began in October of 2006, and service has become even
more important.  Shippers looking to make a change have been able to find available
capacity in the marketplace, and in many cases, at a lower rate.  It is extremely important
that service does not affect the carrier-customer relationship; missteps can allow a new
carrier to gain a foothold with the customer, and at a lower rate.  Likewise, your customers
do not want any carrier incident to cause them to lose a customer.  The inability for a
carrier to make an on time delivery is an indictment of the company’s ability to provide
value to their own customers.  Carriers are the extension of the companies they haul for
and any out of stock or production line interruption will cause problems.

Service in today’s trucking environment is a given.  Companies expect 98% or better
pickup/delivery as being the standard.  How the carrier handles the 2% that are the
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exceptions; determine what their perception of service is in the marketplace.  Service
excellence begins with having the correct information on the shipment.  Whether the order
comes to the carrier via phone, fax, email or EDI, it contains only half of the information;
the shipment data lists addresses, dates/times, product and quantities.  The information
that service depends upon is the data that is not on the load tender, it’s the data usually
found in the heads of a dispatcher or driver; hours of operation, directions, operating rules
at the facility, these are the items that really impact the service a carrier provides.  A good
dispatch system keeps this kind of information at the fingertips of the dispatcher and is
easily transmitted to the driver.  When customers are not handled consistently by the
same drivers, the importance of a complete customer profile becomes a necessity.

Service KPI’s
Customer expectations can be very demanding.  There is still little effort being done by
shippers to efficiently use drivers and trucks to their maximum potential.  So it is essential
that customer service personnel and dispatchers work with the customers to extract as
much productive activity as possible.  Trucking works best when it is stretched by
overbooking.  Managing the amount of work a carrier takes on is one of those luxuries
that currently few carriers enjoy.  Due to the current lack of traffic (or over capacity in the
trucking industry), matching capacity with loads is simple now, but that may change in the
next six months, as either the economy improves or the overcapacity in the marketplace
decreases.

Example Service KPI’s

On Time Pickup/On Time Delivery

Non-Conformance Reports

Percent Orders tendered EDI

Turndowns

Sales and Marketing
The role of sales and marketing in a trucking company is to create value for a company
to buy their trucking services.  Most companies do not have a choice about the type of
delivery method, (parcel, LTL, TL, water, pipeline, or rail); however, they still have plenty
of choices of equipment, service levels and pricing options.  Creating value means giving
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the company a service/price combination that fits their need for their own profitability.
Building value at a trucking company means delivering service that is consistent, less
than 2% error free, and is administratively efficient.  Carriers can offer real time tracking,
shipment document images, and shipment reporting as additional services that provide
value.

Pricing is the main tool that trucking companies use to attract new business.  The trend
for companies to bid their traffic has been taken to new levels of sophistication, with online
auctions and consulting firms specializing in such activity.  The key to pricing is having
accurate operating data.  A good dispatch system should supply this data for analysis.
Carriers can calculate their running costs; but carriers must understand where their trucks
are empty, what the next options are, and the assumed operating characteristics of the
load.  Very important to ongoing pricing work is for a periodic review of what the costs
are, and if the operating results are consistent with the assumptions.  These assumptions
can be as simple as: transit times, morning pickups, number of spotted trailers, and
loading or unloading times.

The old saying goes, “the job isn’t finished until the paperwork is done”.  While carriers
want to provide good service for their customers, the goal of any company is making
money, which means getting paid.  Getting paid in today’s trucking environment requires
accurate and timely invoices, using a dispatch system that can match loads and rates,
makes this a seamless process.  The system should also provide driver pay settlements
and payroll data.

Sales and Marketing KPI’s
Sales measurements are usually measured by Total Revenue, while this is a good
starting point, the significance that fuel surcharge (FSC) makes year over year
comparisons invalid.  A better choice for KPI’s is Line haul Revenue or Total Revenue
minus Fuel Surcharge.

Example Sales and Marketing KPI’s

Load Count/Loaded Miles

Line haul/Total Revenue less FSC

Line haul Rate per Mile (Loaded and Total)

Billing Lag Time/Accuracy
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Equipment
The types and numbers of different pieces of revenue equipment required in running a
trucking company requires a good system for tracking activity.  A carrier must keep its
equipment in good working order so it operates safely and to avoid down time from
breakdowns or being put out of service at check points. A system for tracking
maintenance cost and recouping warranty costs will save thousands of dollars a year.
One of the key components for success in trucking is to keep the revenue equipment
utilized, spreading those fixed equipment costs over more activity.

Equipment KPI’s
Equipment measurements are linked to the operating cost per mile.  The best way to
reduce the cost per mile is to increase miles per gallon either through advanced
technology or by simply slowing down.  The difference for a driver traveling 500 miles at
63 mph versus driving 68 mph is 35 minutes longer and fuel savings of $27 (based on
$4.00 diesel).  Is the extra 35 minutes in the truck stop worth $27?  This is something
every driver, company or owner operator, should be aware of.  The remainder of the
equipment questions involves availability and quality of the equipment performance and
the amount of miles the assets travel.

Example Equipment KPI’s

Miles per Gallon

Tractor/Trailer Miles and Revenue per Week

Tractor/Trailer PM/Inspections

Maintenance Cost per Mile

Technology
The right tool for the job is the best way to describe how much technology should be
employed by trucking companies.  Deciding to get off the dispatcher card rack or the
spreadsheet is a big leap forward in evolution of a company, but all large carriers have
done it.  While they work, in today’s marketplace a certain level of computerization is
required, not only internally, but from the customers.  An example of appropriate
technology is trailer tracking.  Carriers do not need to invest in trailer tracking technology
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if their trailer to tractor ratio is low, dispatchers are diligent about updating the dispatch
system, and they don’t have many trailer pools.  In this case trailer tracking would not pay
off, but if you have a high trailer to tractor ratio and have numerous drop trailer locations,
then trailer tracking can be a highly effective tool in the utilization of the equipment.

Systems must be intuitive to be accepted by its users; saving both time and brain power.
Not having accurate data in the dispatch system helps no one other than a lazy
dispatcher, only to be reworked later.  Systems that are not easy to use are resented and
the employees will develop their own “work arounds”; processes that may get the data in
by the time the invoice is cut, but all the data is not available in real time and therefore
not useful to make operating decisions.  Ex-drivers that are now in a dispatch role are
notorious for this type of activity.  They are also the ones that are hesitant to put all the
operating instructions in the system.

Purchasing a new software program is a big undertaking.  The price of the software is
only part of the analysis.  There may be hardware upgrades required, there may be
integration programming required, but mainly there is going to be a cost of change and
training that must be addressed.  Do not underestimate the time, money, effort it takes to
implement a new system!

Operating Statistics

There’s an old saying in business that you are either growing or dying, and we would all
like to grow, but there is no question that the quickest way to improve profitability is to
lower costs. Trucking managers should concentrate on the cost areas in order of
percentage of the total cost.  The Heartland example below shows that driver pay, fuel,
depreciation and claims should be the focus areas.  Purchased transportation is money
paid to independent contractors and is really a combination of driver pay and depreciation.
The understanding of a carrier’s costs is an important step to running a good trucking
company, using information from the Heartland Express’ annual report; we find the
following based on an estimated 3,000 drivers running 130,000 miles per year.
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Heartland
2012 Assumptions

Annual Report 3000 Drs@ 130,000 Percentage
(000's) 390,000,000 Miles of Costs

Operating Income $545,745
Cost per Mile

Operating Expenses
Fuel $168,981 $0.43 37%
Salaries, Wages, Benefits $167,073 $0.43 37%
Depreciation $57,158 $0.15 13%
Operation and Maintenance $25,282 $0.06 6%
Insurance and Claims $14,906 $0.04 3%
Other Operating Expenses $14,633 $0.04 3%
Operating Taxes and
Licenses $8,694 $0.02 2%

Rent and Purchase Trans. $6,273 $0.02 1%
Communications and Utilities $2,953 $0.01 1%
Gain on Disposal of
Equipment ($15,109) ($0.04) -3%

Total Expenses $450,844 $1.16 100%
Operating Income $94,901 $0.24
Interest Income $674
Income before Taxes $95,575
Federal and State Taxes $34,034
Net Income $61,541 $0.16

Fuel is either the first or second largest cost for a carrier. While trucking companies can’t
control the cost of fuel, they can make sure that they are being adequately compensated
for Fuel Surcharge (FSC), and take steps to maximize fuel economy.

Companies lose millions of dollars each year because Fuel Surcharge is not
compensatory.  In some cases FSC may be contractually restricted, but restricted or not,
this is one area where monitoring and accountability can pay significant dividends.

Enforcing company speed limits and proper maintenance on tractors can save up to 10%
on mpg when coupled with proper inflation of tires. There are new software programs
that have been developed to identify the best fueling locations to minimize costs.  These
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fuel optimization programs can save 5-10 cents per gallon annually for a fleet; these
savings can be significant.  Companies should also try to consolidate their fuel purchases
so that they can negotiate better fuel discounts.

Driver pay, with benefits, is the second largest cost category for Heartland, following
closely behind fuel costs.  As discussed previously, drivers who feel like they are
adequately compensated are happier and provide excellent service.   Drivers that feel
appreciated, work hard, work safe and remain loyal to the company, saving claims,
recruiting, and training costs.  Companies should have management closely monitoring
driver’s productivity, time off, and safety activity.  The use of weekly metrics on miles and
revenue generation are very helpful for monitoring drivers.

Every company has a different mix of equipment types and their financial position will
dictate the type of capital structure they have.  Whether paying cash or using operating
leases, the key to a good operation is obtaining good revenue production on the assets.
The key to good production is good control of the assets, drivers and customers through
the use of a comprehensive dispatch system.

Insurance and claims are usually 3-6% of operating costs.  Trucking companies are now
taking on more of the safety risk, either self-insuring or raising deductibles on accidents.
This increased exposure leads companies to stress the importance of safety.   In the
Heartland example, they spend $6,000 per tractor annually on insurance and claims.   We
know that longevity (driver retention) has a direct correlation with safety, and it should be
a priority for trucking managers.

Summary
The essentials to running a good trucking company rely on management’s attitude toward
safety, drivers, and employees.  The operating focus needs to be on getting the most out
of their drivers and equipment, while providing excellent service.  Knowing your costs and
using your operating data, allows a carrier to make the best use of pricing strategies that
will provide an adequate return on investment.  While some things are still left to chance,
such as accidents, management must employ the correct tools and technology, to give
its employees and the company the opportunity to succeed.
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About Trincon Group LLC

Trincon Group LLC (Trincon), is a business advisory and technology firm specializing exclusively in the
issues facing the trucking industry.

Founded in 1982, Trincon has worked with trucking firms, both large and small in a variety of freight
environments, helping them improve operational productivity and profitability, and deal successfully with
those issues unique to the industry, including:

 Driver Development and Retention
 Marketing and Business Development
 Cost Management

For more information you may contact Trincon at 1683 Old Henderson Road, Columbus, OH 43221, or
visit our website at www.trincon.com.

Keith Margelowsky, Vice President, Trincon Group LLC

Mr. Margelowsky joined TRINCON in 2008 with extensive experience in the trucking/logistics industry since 1977.  He
has held high-level executive positions at several diversified carriers, North American Van Lines, National Freight,
Werner Enterprises and Quality Distribution. Mr. Margelowsky’s expertise includes costing and pricing, marketing,
process improvement and the use of technology.

Some of his specialized experience includes:

* Costing processes that lead to effective pricing and analysis
* Develop marketing and pricing strategies, especially rate increases
* Incorporating new technologies into operations
* Experience in LTL, TL, Flatbed, Reefer, Tank and Logistics operations

An honors graduate of the University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse with degrees in economics and mathematics, he has
given numerous group talks to industry professionals. He has been involved in most aspects of LTL, truckload vans,
reefers, flatbed, bulk truck and third party logistics. Many of his past positions have been related to pricing freight
where understanding operations and all aspects of a trucking company are a prerequisite.


